TIPEEG SPENDS N$1 MILLION TO CREATE ONE JOB

By: CLAUDIA and DIRK HAARMANN

ON Wednesday, November 14 The Namibian featured an article titled: “TIPEEG to create 3 000 jobs at NamPort”. The article explains that TIPEEG is to invest N$3 billion in NamPort. This investment is expected to create 3 000 jobs. This is great news, isn’t it?

However, if one does the arithmetic, it comes down to the fact that TIPEEG spends N$1 million to create one job (three billion divided by 3 000)!

This sounds very different and not so much like good news, does it? In fact, it sounds pretty absurd and shocking, but reflects the current development focus, which narrows everything down to the State having to create any job – at any cost.

Our first thought was to suggest research among the people who will be the lucky ones to get the job, whether they want the employment offered by the TIPEEG investment or whether they would rather take a N$1 million in cash instead and see whether they could come up with a more sustainable idea to secure the family livelihood. The answer of the people is not difficult to predict, especially in the light of the fact that TIPEEG admits to only create short-term employment.

So the choice is really to have a job for maybe three years or to have N$1 million in cash and if one is very unimaginative, buy a house, rent it out, have lifelong security and have some start-up capital (and collateral) for your own local business? What would you choose?

There is another angle to this: The current focus on job creation neglects the fact that the alleviation of poverty and achievement of development is more than just the reduction in the unemployment figures. For example, according to the International Labour Organisation (ILO) the unemployment rate of Mozambique is only 2.2%, while the ILO agrees that at the same time 92.9% of all Mozambicans live below the international poverty line of US$2 per day!

This is by no means a typing error. It just shows the absurdity of the concept of having a job” as an end in itself and certainly not as an indicator for poverty in a developing context. To illustrate, a person who has worked for one hour during the last week is considered employed. The unemployment definition simply does not take into account whether the work paid anything close to what would be enough to feed a family, for example.

Not to be misunderstood, Namibia needs to create jobs, there is no question about it, but it needs decent jobs that are long-term, sustainable and most of all provide economic security and a decent standard of living for the employee and its dependants. The current focus on job creation at any cost, or let’s say N$1 million to create one job, neglects factors that perpetuate mass poverty and hinder development like malnutrition, poor education, poor health, poor housing, and crime to name but a few.

One wonders how we can defend to spend N$1 million to create one job, but are not prepared to spend money for these other factors on a broad scale.

The good news is that there is no question whether Namibia has money to do something big. The question is just how to spend effectively: through a high cost infrastructure responsibility project of the multinationals, not counting the massive ecological damaged caused.

Then, on the other hand, one might argue that the TIPEEG investment of N$3 billion is primarily not about creating local jobs, but rather to create infrastructure at NamPort, which facilitates further economic growth and thereby on the long run might have positive trickle down effects for Namibia’s people.

While infrastructure is an asset, one again needs to ask about the underlying development model. Are these trickle-down effects ever going to happen? Do the already rich really deserve the chunk of the money directly being invested in their business? Who are the direct beneficiaries of a deep-sea port, when it is mainly used to ship unprocessed natural resources out of Namibia? On top of that these natural resources are still VAT zero-rated, leaving the benefit to the Namibian people in some social responsibility project of the multinationals, not counting the massive ecological damaged caused.

The new good news is that there is no question whether Namibia has money to do something big. The question is just how to spend effectively; through a high cost infrastructure project hoping for a trickle down to the people or through a development focus with a direct nearly 100% benefit to the people?

Rather than allocating a meagre 29% of the N$3 billion in terms of salaries to 3 000 people, we believe that there is a strong case to follow a new development model by building a people’s economy. A BIG would secure that the money reaches all people and with this money circulating in the local economy sustainable jobs and livelihoods can be built by the people themselves.
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